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Revolutionizing Professional Audio & Video Solutions

Innovating at the intersection of technology and creativity, we offer audio and video solutions that set new standards in the industry.
CONTACT US 
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Leading Manufacturer of Parabolic Microphones

Klover Products is a trailblazer in the professional audio and video industry, built upon a foundation of technology and engineering principles. Our parabolic microphones redefine audio precision, offering extended range, focused directionality, and superior sound clarity. We also design video tools that cater to the needs of professionals, making us their trusted partner in capturing sounds and creating videos that amplify user experience.
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Responsive
Utilizes in-house engineering and on-demand manufacturing to provide rapid response to customer needs.
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Engineering-Based
Leverages engineering principles and technology to develop products that meet the high standards of quality, reliability, and performance
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Highly Creative
Delivers innovative solutions with powerful features that resonate with professionals, exceed industry standards, and offer unparalleled range and fidelity
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[image: ]Trusted by Audio Professionals Around the World
*Disclaimer: Klover Products is not associated or affiliated with any of the these organizations or organizations responsible for these events.
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Our Brands

Klover Products has established itself as a leader in the audio/visual technology landscape, providing professional audio and video equipment that resonates with quality and innovation.
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[image: A KLOVER MiK 26 parabolic microphone on the sidelines of an MFL game.]
[image: KLOVER MiK logo]KLOVER MiK
Enhance your audio recording experience with KLOVER MiK, a groundbreaking solution designed to capture sound from distances up to 500 feet while minimizing intrusive background noise. With its unprecedented precision and clarity, the KLOVER MiK is the safest broadcast-quality parabolic microphone available, allowing users to record audio from a secure distance. Available in 26”, 16,” and 9” sizes.
LEARN MORE 
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[image: KLOVER MiK Stealth logo]KLOVER MiK STEALTH
Designed specifically for security and military applications, KLOVER MiK Stealth's discreet design and parabolic shape offer unparalleled audio clarity spanning over 500 feet. This advanced microphone has a noise-reducing amplifier and modular design, providing a unique blend of audio intelligence and covert functionality for security agencies, military forces, law enforcement agencies, and border monitoring.
LEARN MORE 

[image: Sound Shark Logo]SOUND SHARK
Revolutionize your sound-capturing experience with Sound Shark, the ultimate alternative to shotgun microphones. With an impressive reach of 30 feet or more and a highly focused pick-up pattern, it transforms your omnidirectional lapel mic into a long-range audio powerhouse. Enjoy the crystal-clear recordings and unmatched quality of Sound Shark, ideal even for non-broadcast users.
LEARN MORE 
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[image: Klear Shot Logo]KLEAR SHOT
Remove moisture or debris from a camera lens using Klear Shot, a user-friendly, non-contact system that uses compressed gas to blow water off the surface of the lens. The recommended tank of Nitrogen can last over three hours. The Klear Shot – FP mobile version is also available for mobile/ENG cameras.
LEARN MORE 
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[image: A television camera, with the Klear Shot lens cleaning system, in a football stadium on a rainy day ]
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[image: A KLOVER MiK 26 parabolic microphone on the sidelines of an MFL game.]
[image: KLOVER MiK logo]KLOVER MiK
Enhance your audio recording experience with KLOVER MiK, a groundbreaking solution designed to capture sound from distances up to 500 feet while minimizing intrusive background noise. With its unprecedented precision and clarity, the KLOVER MiK is the safest broadcast-quality parabolic microphone available, allowing users to record audio from a secure distance. Available in 26”, 16,” and 9” sizes.
LEARN MORE 
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[image: KLOVER MiK Stealth logo]KLOVER MiK STEALTH
Designed specifically for security and military applications, KLOVER MiK Stealth's discreet design and parabolic shape offer unparalleled audio clarity spanning over 500 feet. This advanced microphone has a noise-reducing amplifier and modular design, providing a unique blend of audio intelligence and covert functionality for security agencies, military forces, law enforcement agencies, and border monitoring.
LEARN MORE 


[image: Sound Shark Logo]SOUND SHARK
Revolutionize your sound-capturing experience with Sound Shark, the ultimate alternative to shotgun microphones. With an impressive reach of 30 feet or more and a highly focused pick-up pattern, it transforms your omnidirectional lapel mic into a long-range audio powerhouse. Enjoy the crystal-clear recordings and unmatched quality of Sound Shark, ideal even for non-broadcast users.
LEARN MORE 
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[image: Klear Shot Logo]KLEAR SHOT
Remove moisture or debris from a camera lens using Klear Shot, a user-friendly, non-contact system that uses compressed gas to blow water off the surface of the lens. The recommended tank of Nitrogen can last over three hours. The Klear Shot – FP mobile version is also available for mobile/ENG cameras.
LEARN MORE 
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Customer Testimonials

KLOVER Products is a trailblazer in the professional audio and video solutions industry, built upon a foundation of technology and engineering principles. Our parabolic microphones redefine audio precision, offering extended range, focused directionality, and superior sound clarity. We design solutions that cater to the needs of professionals, making us their trusted partner in capturing sounds that amplify user experience.



"I contacted their Customer Service to ask what I would need to connect the Sound Shark to my iPhone and get adequate recordings. My email was quickly answered by the most knowledgeable, attentive Customer Service Rep I’ve encountered. I soon realized the “Rep” was Paul Terpstra, the company owner and developer of the Sound Shark. Paul worked with me to get the system I wanted, even testing microphones and adapters."

"I contacted their Customer Service to ask what I would need to connect the Sound Shark to my iPhone and get adequate recordings. My email was quickly answered by the most knowledgeable, attentive Customer Service Rep I’ve encountered. I soon realized the “Rep” was Paul Terpstra, the company owner and developer of the Sound Shark. Paul worked with me to get the system I wanted, even testing microphones and adapters."



Read More
Read Less
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Ann E.
Sound Shark customer
Client




"Unfortunately, the included lav mic simply stopped working after about 2 weeks. One call to the company was all it took to get a replacement sent out, which arrived 3 days later. They were very surprised to hear about the mic failure and seemed genuinely interested in getting the unit back to find the cause. They seem to truly care about customer satisfaction, and were very easy to work with. Based on all of this I can highly recommend both the product and the company. Five stars even with the mic issue." (Amazon Review)

"Unfortunately, the included lav mic simply stopped working after about 2 weeks. One call to the company was all it took to get a replacement sent out, which arrived 3 days later. They were very surprised to hear about the mic failure and seemed genuinely interested in getting the unit back to find the cause. They seem to truly care about customer satisfaction, and were very easy to work with. Based on all of this I can highly recommend both the product and the company. Five stars even with the mic issue." (Amazon Review)



Read More
Read Less
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David Murray
Clear Eye Photo
Client




"You are an amazingly helpful person, Mr. Terpstra. I truly appreciate your precise, thoughtful response, and the time you took to create it. I will follow your guidance.
Thank you, and I hope you and yours have a have a great day, Mr. Terpstra. "

"You are an amazingly helpful person, Mr. Terpstra. I truly appreciate your precise, thoughtful response, and the time you took to create it. I will follow your guidance.
Thank you, and I hope you and yours have a have a great day, Mr. Terpstra. "



Read More
Read Less
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Randy Jones
Customer lost to competitor
Client




"They (the KLOVER MiK 16) simply did what other mics couldn't do. We pick up sounds and hear conversations happening at a whisper level at a great distance. This is something that other microphones and other technologies simply couldn't do based on the distance of these boats to the camera."

"They (the KLOVER MiK 16) simply did what other mics couldn't do. We pick up sounds and hear conversations happening at a whisper level at a great distance. This is something that other microphones and other technologies simply couldn't do based on the distance of these boats to the camera."



Read More
Read Less
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Dan Beckham
Broadcast / Social Media Coordinator - Head of the Charles Regatta
Client




"We hear things that were all but impossible to get before. KLOVER MiK has become the industry standard."

"We hear things that were all but impossible to get before. KLOVER MiK has become the industry standard."



Read More
Read Less
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Fred Aldous
Sr. Mixer/Audio Consultant - Fox
Client




"I was impressed with not only the quality of the materials used to build the Klover parabolic microphones, but also the clarity and presence of audio."

"I was impressed with not only the quality of the materials used to build the Klover parabolic microphones, but also the clarity and presence of audio."



Read More
Read Less
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Dan Weecks
Weecks Productions
Client




"I have purchased several different products from their product line for the past year and have been very satisfied with their performance. Klover Products Inc. is timely and professional and offers competitive rates."

"I have purchased several different products from their product line for the past year and have been very satisfied with their performance. Klover Products Inc. is timely and professional and offers competitive rates."



Read More
Read Less
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Aurora Santillan
Senior Procurement Specialist, Nevada National Security Site
Client





















Klover News

Stay informed about the latest news, press releases, and updates about our products.
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Fox Tests KLOVER MiK 16 Parabolic Mic at MLB All-Star Game



LEARN MORE 
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Klover Products To Compete in “Project Pitch It”

Klover Products will be featured in an upcoming episode of “Project Pitch It”. Project Pitch It is a pitch competition for Wisconsin entrepreneurs similar to the popular Shark Tank television show.

LEARN MORE 
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Patent Received For Small Parabolic Microphone

Klover Products recently received a patent on the design of the smallest of Klover Products’ parabolic microphones (collectors).

LEARN MORE 
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Klover Products Looks to Expand Parabolic Mic Exports

The co-owners of Klover Products recently completed the three-month long ExporTech training program aimed at increasing export sales of Wisconsin businesses. 

LEARN MORE 
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KLOVER MiK Parabolic Mics are “Made In Wisconsin”

KLOVER MiK parabolic microphones were recently featured on the “Made In Wisconsin” segment of WISN, the ABC affiliate in Milwaukee, WI.

LEARN MORE 
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Klover Products Under New Ownership

After nearly six years in business together, Paul & Diane Terpstra have reached an agreement with Patrick Santini to obtain full ownership of Klover Products. The Terpstras have been responsible for the operation of the company since it was founded and this agreement will allow Patrick to concentrate on his primary focus, ModTruss, Inc.

LEARN MORE 
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Come See Us At The Government Video Expo

In just a few short weeks we will be traveling to our first Government Video Expo in Washington DC (November 29 & 30). This year we will be in booth 630. So stop by and say hello. We will be demonstrating the Tactical version of our Klover MiK 26 26-inch parabolic microphone as well as our Klover MiK 09 9-inch parabolic microphone.

LEARN MORE 
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Klover Products Makes It To The Rio Olympics!

Bexel, a major supplier of broadcast equipment to the television industry included the four KLOVER MiK 16 our 16-inch parabolic microphones in its inventory of equipment going to the 2016 Summer Olympics in Rio. It’s very exciting to know that our product is going to be used at the Olympics. We don’t know yet exactly how they will be used but you can be sure that we will be keeping a close eye out for them as we monitor the games. 

LEARN MORE 
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Klover Receives Patent For Parabolic Microphone

Our first patent, covering the construction of our larger parabolic microphones, was issued this week.

LEARN MORE 
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Klear Shot Video Lens Cleaner demonstrated for Fox Sports

We recently had the opportunity to demonstrate the Klear Shot video lens cleaner for Fox Sports at Lambeau Field.

LEARN MORE 
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[image: Klover Products Logo]Innovative Equipment For Audio & Video Professionals. Trusted By The Worlds Best.
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Klover Products 5807 W Fenrick Rd,
Janesville, WI 53548, USA

1-(608)-371-5660

(888)-299-9009

sales@Kloverproducts.com
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We will be closed from February 22 to February 29.  We will hold all orders until March 1 for processing. 
We apologize for any inconvenience that may cause.
































